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living the good life for baby 
boomers and beyond

A Post-Debris Flow 
Look at Insurance

owners in high fire and/or debris flow and flood zone areas are 
receiving cancellation notices, and many purchasers of homes in 
these same areas are having difficulty finding insurance. 

ML: Can you give us an update on current market conditions?
GN: As you stated, insurance is in a hard market. We haven’t 
seen anything like this in recent history. Current market condi-
tions are not in favor of the insured as we’ve seen many markets 
non-renewing policies and are refusing to offer terms. 

Montecito is the toughest area where we are using mostly 
non-admitted carriers. The non-admitted carriers, such as Lloyds 
of London, are still offering terms but their pricing is high. Unlike 
the admitted carriers who have to file rate increases with the 
CA Department of Insurance, non-admitted markets aren’t held 
to this and are able to look at properties individually and charge 
premiums they think are appropriate for the risk. 

The non-admitted markets are getting nearer to capacity and as 
a result, we are seeing changes within the non-admitted markets. 
We’re seeing them cover dwelling values for lower amounts and 
cutting Loss of Use expenses to 10%. 

Hope Ranch, on the other hand, is in a unique situation where we 
still see carriers writing business. Having said that, carriers are 
citing some areas within the Ranch as high wildfire properties 
and declining coverage. In these cases, the non-admitted markets 
may be the only option.

ML: What are some of the reasons insurance companies are 
canceling policies? 
GN: The biggest reason is wildfire exposure; a history of claims 
and a Montecito address in a debris flow zone are other reasons. 
The carriers are also looking at claims history for both the indi-
vidual and the property. For this reason, we are encouraging our 
clients to have high deductibles to avoid submitting small claims.
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 ML: In what ways are seniors at a higher risk of having their poli-
cies canceled or their claims denied? 
GN: In addition to canceling for too many claims, carriers will 
also cancel or deny claims for deferred maintenance, especial-
ly for roofs. We are also seeing non-renewals for homes with 
wood roofs.

ML: What recommendations do you have for seniors to reduce the 
chances of having their policies canceled or their claims denied? 
GN: Always be sure the property is in good condition. Do routine 
home maintenance check-ups, especially in areas where water 
leaks can cause dry rot and mold. Consider checking under sinks, 
around dishwashers, refrigerators, doors/windows and ceilings – 
areas where there can be water intrusion. Make sure the land-
scaping is well-kept with no branches overhanging your home 
and clear debris and leaves from gutters. 

Always pay your premiums on time. If the policy cancels for 
non-payment of premium, the carriers do not have to reinstate 
the policy. If the carriers are looking for a way to avoid a risk, 
this is an opportunity for them to do so. 

Remember that a homeowner’s insurance policy was never meant 
to be a home maintenance policy. The coverage is designed for 
sudden and unexpected large losses. In this current marketplace, 
homeowners need to be especially careful about filing a number 

of small claims. Most carriers have tightened their restrictions 
on the number of claims you can file before you are considered 
a higher risk customer or too high a risk, which could result in 
your homeowner’s policy being canceled. 

ML: For those areas where non-admitted and admitted carriers 
(Chubb, AIG & Pure) are not insuring, what alternatives are avail-
able to existing homeowners and purchasers? 
GN: California Fair Plan is the insurer of last resort and is avail-
able for up to $1.5M in coverage. The $1.5M includes the dwell-
ing, contents, loss of use, etc.  If their values are over $1.5M and 
the California Fair Plan isn’t adequate, we turn to non-admitted 
markets. The California Fair Plan does not include liability, water 
damage or theft so a companion policy is needed to cover the 
perils the California Policy excludes. 

ML: Is there anything else you would like to add?
GN: Be sure you know your policy before a potential claims 
situation. Know what is and what is not covered. And make sure 
you can easily access your policy in the case of an emergency and 
have it saved digitally.

Grace Neumann is Vice President of Chivaroli Premier Insurance 
Services and specializes in high-net-worth personal insurance. 
She can be reached at 805-777-1666 or by email at  
gracen@chivaroli.com.
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I have had the good fortune of working collaboratively with Grace 
Neumann for many years to ensure that our clients are properly 
and adequately insured. She is not only a wealth of information on 
the subject of insurance but a dedicated, genuinely caring advisor 
who goes out of her way to be of service to her clients. 

Since the fires and debris flow, we have been having significant 
challenges with all aspects of homeowners insurance. Home-
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